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🔥Barr choked on this question- He left it OPEN in case
Putin or a Foreign Govt offered dirt on an opponent‼  Did
everyone notice that⁉

Kyle Cheney
@kyledcheney

Replying to @kyledcheney
BARR, asked if a campaign receiving dirt on an opponent from a 
foreign intelligence service should report it to the FBI: “If a foreign 
intelligence service does, yes.”

63 5:33 PM - May 1, 2019

29 people are talking about this

😳WTF😳 Barr is really thinking this one through- he says: Foreign Govt? Barr is

totally leaving it open to allow a foreign Govt - Russia to give intel to Trump on his

2020 opponents- because they did it in 2016‼ 

Josh Campbell
@joshscampbell

The silence...
5,650 5:35 PM - May 1, 2019

2,238 people are talking about this

🔥In fact, the Steele Dossier said that there was an extensive conspiracy between

Trump campaign and the Kremlin‼ There was an “agreed exchange of info in both

directions”- including hackers in US and Russia and moles within the DNC👇
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💻📱⌚Did you catch the part where Trump provided info on RU oligarchs for

Putin⁉Trump WiFi⁉

Venture Capital
@kelly2277

Replying to @MelissaJPeltier and 2 others

Trump was just keeping his end of the bargain. In the Steele 
Dossier it said Trump kept track of the Russian Oligarchs for 
Putin. I guess he kept track of American Oligarchs too...  
twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…

Venture Capital @kelly2277
Replying to @kelly2277

Trump Tower Moscow was Key  for several reasons: 1. In Steele 
Dossier we learn that Trump was spying on RU Oligarchs for Putin. 
They bought Trump properties w laundered money and ran criminal 
businesses. Trump WIFI was likely compromised by the Kremlin 
@MingGao26

108 6:03 AM - Dec 31, 2018

53 people are talking about this

💥About the DNC moles... Anybody else wonder if they were sent by Russia⁉ One of

their wives were Ukrainian...
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Replying to @LouiseMensch @realDonaldTrump

Steele Dossier  Trump used moles- Awan - within DNC 
AND HACKERS - Chayanov

169 1:53 AM - Aug 7, 2017
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